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ABSTRACT 
Thesis             : An Analysis of Dificulties in Teaching Conversation at 
MAN Jeneponto 
Year                : 2018 
Researcher      : Rismawati 
Supervisor I    : Dr. Hj. Djuwariah Ahmad, M. Pd., M. TESOL  
Supervisor II   : Dr. H. Abd.Muis Said,M.Ed.TESOL 
 
This r e s e a r c h  a i m e d  to analyze the difficulties in teaching conversation at 
MAN Jeneponto. The objectives of this research were to find out difficulties in 
teaching conversation and also information from students about it. The method of this 
research was qualitative method. The subjects of this research were of three (3) 
English teachers at MAN Jeneponto and also got more information from ten 
(10) students at second grade MAN Jeneponto. The research instruments were 
observation in the classroom, questionnaire for the three (3 ) teachers and interview to 
students.   
The result of the research showed that there were many difficulties in teaching 
conversation. (1) The teacher was difficult to apply English area and this was not 
effective in the class because sometimes the students forgot it . (2)The teacher 
never gave games to the students, sometimes students did a game by themselves 
when the teacher gave exercise. (3)The teacher never gave reward in the class, 
so sometimes the students bored and did have motivation in learning. (4) The 
teacher used more target language than mother tongue language, sometimes the 
students did not understand. The difficulties that the students faced were reading, 
pronouncing, meaning and new vocabulary. Sometimes in conversation, when the 
students found difficulty, they stopped learn and continued in the next time again. The 
students made a conversation in a daily conversation and still needed dictionary to 
make formal conversation. Therefore, this research was helpful for the teachers and 
for the students. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background 
Language is important in the human life. There are many languages in our life. In 
the English there are skills such as speaking, reading, writing, and listening. 
According to the KBBI( Kamus besar bahasa Indonesia) language is the capacity of 
special that exist in humans to acquire and use a system of communication, complex, 
a language is an example of the specifics of the system of science to language is 
referred to as a linguistic. 
Language learning occurs through meaningful interaction. Interaction, then will 
certainly involves students. In other words, it can be said that language learning is a 
two-way interaction in the class. In the teaching classroom, teacher and students had 
significant roles. These elements (teacher and student) constantly interact one another 
in which the teacher and students are the main subjects. In speaking class, a teacher is 
not allowed to dominate the class but keeps talking or giving more questions. The 
teachers give contribution with other participant in determining the direction and 
outcome of the interaction. Teacher is a person who teaches, especially in a school. 
According to Mulyasa (2012), this have been conducted many times but its 
materialization was faced to constraint either in Ministry of National Education or in 
teachers make institution,for example,no serious attempt to handle education trouble, 
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unanccountablity between quality program and quality of participants by education 
department 
Consequently, It makes some teachers confused in their teaching system 
moreover, after currilulum changing, teachers in some schools still do not 
comprehend it. Classroom is not a place where the teacher just carries out 
predetermined routines, but rather than a place where various elements interact one 
another. In other words, it is the teacher’s responsibility to promote the interactive 
language teaching in the class. In the interaction, however, teaching will not dominate 
the class, instead facilitate students in practicing speaking as much as they possibly 
can. As Rivers (2004) says: “for the genuine interaction language learning requires, 
however, individuals (teachers as well as students) must appreciate the uniqueness of 
other individuals with their special needs-not manipulating or directing or deciding 
how they can or will learn, but encouraging them and drawing them out (educating), 
and building up their confidence and enjoyment in what they are doing”. 
Teaching conversation in English is the highest and a creative phase of language 
learning process. It is characterized by interacting. Speaking is the process of building 
and sharing meaning through the use of verbal and non-verbal symbols, in a variety 
of contexts. In English learning process, teachers have continued to teach speaking 
just a repetition of drills and memorization of artificial dialogues which purport to be 
developing learners’ speaking skills. A teacher create a classroom environment where 
all of students could be practice in real-life communication.  
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The difficulties in teaching conversation in the school had many problems. For 
example the general problems are the students lazy and helpless, indifferent and 
standing against teacher is part of the learning problems of students. As a teacher 
know the problem of their students or the difficulties in learning English specially 
how the students can interaction with the other. So the researcher interesting to do 
research under the title   : “An Analysis of Difficulties in Teaching Conversation at 
MAN Jeneponto  
B. Problem Statement  
     Based on the previous statements, the researcher formulates problem statements 
as follows:  
1. What ways applied by the teachers in teaching conversation in MAN Jeneponto? 
2. What difficulties faced by the teachers in teaching conversation in MAN 
Jeneponto? 
C. Research Objective  
     Based on formulated above, the objectives of the research can be specified as 
follows: 
1. To describe the teachers’ ways of teaching conversation in MAN Jeneponto. 
2. To find out the difficulties faced by the teachers in teaching conversation in 
MAN Jeneponto. 
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D. Research Significant  
The result of this research was expected to be valuable information and gave 
meaningful contribution for teachers and other researcher. So the significances of this 
research are as follows: 
a. To teachers  
By this research, the teacher knew the students’ difficulties in conversation. 
b. To other researcher  
This was expected  to become a review for the other researchers in the other 
side. 
E. Research Scope  
The scope of this research was the difficulties in teaching conversation faced by 
teachers and students at MAN Binamu Jeneponto.  
F. Operational Definition of Terms  
1. Difficulties in teaching conversation 
Difficulties in teaching conversation in this research was defined as the 
problems of the teacher found in the classroom when teaching conversation. 
In this case, the teacher found difficulties in teaching conversation.  
 6 
 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Related Research Findings 
1. Dina Fitriana (2018) “The problems faced by the teacher in teaching English 
speaking at Mahesa course Pare Kediri”.  The problems faced by the teacher 
in teaching speaking were: 1) some their students had different ability and 
age. 2) The teachers gave games and role play to make their students 
interesting to learn English. 3) Every student had opportunity to speak out in 
the class. 4) Teachers motivate students and give reward.  
2. Shannon Johnson (2016), had conducted a research under the title “problems 
facing teaching and learning o the English language. Teachers instructing 
students in learning English as another language often faced with student 
specific problems. Teachers should correct these common problems and 
reinforce the core information students need to effectively communicate in 
English.  
3. Solihin (2018) “The difficulties of learning speaking faced by the second 
semester students of English department at University of Muhammadiyah 
Malang”.  The result of this research showed the difficulties faced by the 
second semester students of English department at university Muhammadiyah 
of Malang in learned speaking were: choosing appropriate vocabularies, 
making the correct sentence, making the correct pronouncing, and no self 
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confidence. The students solved the difficulties of learning speaking based on 
ability and knowledge. 
4. Fiona (2014) had conducted a research under the title “teaching speaking 
skills overcoming classroom problems in English students” There were some 
of the problems faced the teacher teaching speaking in the classroom. 
Teachers all over the world continued to face the same hurdles, but any 
teacher who had overcome these difficulties and had a large class of energetic 
students talking and working in English groups together would tell you it was 
worth all the trial and error and effort at the outset. 
5. Mary Susan (2017) had conducted the study “ The challenges faced by 
teachers when teaching English in public primary schools in Kenya” result of 
the study revealed that: 1) Limited classroom language opportunity or the 
learners to practice the language. 2) The learners are not given opportunities 
in the classroom when learning other subjects. 3) Teachers kept changing the 
language from English to mother tongue either because they are incompetent 
in English language or had the learners to understand. 
In conclusion both of those previous findings, the researcher found 
similarities and differences. The similarity among this research and other previous 
studies were they have some purpose to analyze the difficulties in teaching. The 
differences were for the first previous study she focused on problems faced by the 
teacher in teacher speaking. The second pervious study he focused on problems 
facing by teaching and learning of English language. The third previous study he 
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focused on learning speaking. The fourth previous study focused on students’ 
problem in English students. The last previous study she focused on the challenges 
faced by teacher in teaching English. In this research, focused to the English teachers 
in the school at MAN Jeneponto.  
B. Some pertinent idea  
1. English Teacher 
Oxford outlines English is the first, the language of English and secondly, the 
people of England. Webster explains a teacher is a person or thing that teach 
something. Meanwhile, Murray potrays a teacher is a symbol of learning; a leader of 
learners and a miracle to education. Yet, Indonesian Dictionary mentions a teacher is 
the one who works for teaching. Accoriding Constitution No. 14 phase 1 2015 in 
Uno, teacher is a professionalism that aims to educating, teaching, leading, directing, 
training, assessing, and evaluating learner started from young learners to senior level. 
Furthermore,  Gill describes English teacher is working in subject-spesific classrooms 
in middle and high school, junior colleges and universities and they may specialize in 
a specific area like English competition. Therefore the researcher concludes that 
English teacher is a person whose English is his or her matter to teach in the 
classroom. 
2. Difficulties in Conversation  
When you are having conversation you are only talking 50% the time, the 
other 50% is spent listening to the other person speak. If you do not understand what 
the other person is saying it is difficult to reply. In analysis difficulties, the teacher 
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knows the problem of their students about English especially learning conversation. 
In learning conversation the teacher uses a classroom environment. 
Based on my observation, the difficulties from the students when they learn 
conversation were they were not confidence to speak and still less vocabulary. The 
students could create conversations and write down in their notebook about 
vocabulary, this would helped the students learn useful words that are related to each 
other. Their teacher gave punishment and rewards in learning process. Based on the 
difficulties, in conversation the teachers gave reward in learning process to make 
effective.  
English area was one of the best way that the teachers did to the students. At 
the first they maight carry on normal conversations but simply forgot a word, or they 
had difficulty resuming the conversation after an interruption.           
This research would find the problem of the teachers teaching in the class. 
The researcher got information from the teachers and some students to find out the 
difficulties or the problems about teaching conversation  
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                                                     CHAPTER III 
                                       RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A. Research Method 
The researcher used a descriptive research method. A descriptive qualitative 
research determined and described the way things were. It aimed to analyze the 
difficulties in teaching conversation. 
B. Subject of The Research  
The subject of this research were the English teachers in MAN Jeneponto. This 
Research was focused on three (3) teachers to know the difficulties in teaching 
conversation and also get information from the ten (10) students. 
C. Time and Place of The Research  
This research was conducted in MAN Jeneponto. JL. Lanto Dg Pasewang No. 
351 Jeneponto regency south Sulawesi Binamu district Balang village.  
D. Research Instrument  
The instrument of this research were observation, questionnaire, and interview.  
1. Observation  
In this section, the researcher  was participant observer. In other words, the 
researcher participated in the situation while observing and collecting data on the 
activities, people, etc. For example how the teachers managed the students 
according to their material, and how the students’ gives feedback. 
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2. Questionnaire  
The researcher gave questionnaire to the three teachers and ten students to 
collect amounts of data in a relatively short amount of time. The questionnaire was 
used to find out the difficulties in teaching conversation. 
3. Interview  
In this step, the researcher used structutred interview to English teachers by 
making a list of question about all of difficulties in teaching conversation. The 
researcher used unstructured interview about to the students. 
E. Procedure of Collecting Data  
 The procedures of collecting data were performed as a follow:  
1. Observation  
Firstly the researcher find out information about the school, the English 
teachers and the students. When the teacher taught in the class, the researcher 
observed during learning to get information. . 
2. Questionnaire 
 The researcher gave questionnaire to three (3) teachers.  The function of this step 
was to get information about the difficulties in teaching conversation. 
3.  Interview  
The researcher did interview to the ten (10) students. The unction of this step to 
get more information that had been obtained in the questionnaire before.  
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F. Technique of Analysis Data  
1. Data Reduction  
According to Miles and Huberman (1994:12), “Data reduction refers to process 
of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the data that 
appear in the written-up fields notes or transcriptions”. Data reduction meant 
choosing information or the important things only from the field note. Such as 
summaries, paraphrase etc. In this research, the data was selected, chosen, and 
taken only the data related to this research. 
2. Data Display  
. According to Miles and Huberman (1984),”looking at displays help us to 
understand what is happening and to do something- further analysis or caution on 
that understanding. Data display was conclusion the whole thing what happened in 
the field based on the data reduction.  
3. Conclusion Drawing and Verification  
The researcher was able to interpreting and reached conclusions and 
verifications. The data changed if the next strange was not found the evidence and on 
the contrary. If the next step found the evidence was correctly and consistently then 
the conclusion put forward was the conclusion of credible.  
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                                                     CHAPTER IV  
                                     FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
This chapter presents findings and discussions of research. The findings of 
the research covers the description of difficulties in teaching conversation and get 
information from the three English teachers and also 10 students. 
A. Findings  
1. The result based on the observation in the class 
No  Objects of observation The result of observation  
1 Classroom setting 
a. Whiteboard 
b. Students seating arrangement. 
 
2 Opening learning 
a. Opening by the teacher 
b. Giving motivation 
 
3 Teaching the material 
a. How the teacher present learning 
material in the class 
b. Strategy and method 
 
4 Classroom activity  
5 Closing activity  
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In this observation classroom the researcher explained or interpreted based on 
the situation when they observe during learning in the class.  
1. Classroom setting 
a. Whiteboard  
Based on my observation, the whiteboard arrangement was good and the students 
could focus in learning process. 
b. Students seating arrangement. 
Every student sat with her friend (in pairs). The space every student was good. 
There were many posters in the class about some lessons and the arrangement of 
the poster made the class looks beautiful.  
2. Opening Learning 
a. Opening by the teacher 
The teacher asked for one of the students in the class to organize their Friends 
before the lesson begun. There was a teacher that had rules when her teacher 
teaching in the classroom, all of the students had to memorize five vocabulary in 
front of their teacher or their friends. In this rules when the student memorized the 
vocabulary in front of their teacher, their teacher checked the attendance. 
b. Giving Motivation 
The teacher gave motivation to students to make students focus on the class. By 
this part, all of students could attractive to learn. 
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3. Teaching the material 
a. How the teacher present learning material in the class 
The teacher explained the material based on the text book.  
b. Strategy and method 
When the researcher came in the class, the teacher explained the materials about 
traveling. Then, the students opened the book and in the book there was 
conversation but no complete the teacher read the conversation and the students 
fill in the blanks of conversation. After the teacher explained the material, the 
teacher gave exercise and gave a time to the students to finish it.  Finally, based 
on the book the teacher asked to students to answer the question in the book one 
by one. 
4. Classroom activity  
All of the students had good involment in learning process. Every teacher 
asked about the materials, the students always answered it and using an 
English language. In the classroom, all of the students had good attitude not 
just female students but also men students. Nothing else activity other than 
that related to the English lessons. It was very good because the teacher 
combined the language when they taught. The teacher used more English than 
Indonesian language. When the teacher explained in English, sometimes the 
student still confused. After the teacher explained the students always asked to 
their teacher to repeat the material. 
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5. Closing activity 
Every meeting, the teachers not just explained materials, sometimes the 
teacher gave exercise in the class after explaining the materials. In the last 
section, after the students answered the question, the teacher closed the 
learning process and gave homework to the students and automatically 
memorized the new vocabulary in the next meeting. 
2. Questionnaire from the three teachers 
1. Do you think that learning English is important? 
Based on the questionnaire, all of the teachers agreed about learning 
English is important. 
2. Do you like when you teach conversation? 
All of the teachers liked teaching conversation. There was teacher that 
sometimes gave homework about conversation to students, this, helped 
their students in learned conversation. In teaching conversation, there was 
teacher found difficulties when teaching in the classroom and the students 
were still low about English and made them difficult to understand. 
3. Have you applied English area for the students? 
There was teacher ever applied English area but it was not effective. 
English area was still difficult to students so the teacher sometimes used 
it. In English area, there was not punishment when the students did not 
speak English. 
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4. Do you use integrated method in the learning process? 
All of the teachers sometimes used integrated method explaining the 
material especially in teaching conversation. The using of integrated 
method was effective to help the teachers.  
5. Do you have English learning activities in the outside classroom? 
There was teacher sometimes used English learned activities outside class 
and the other teachers never used it. 
6. Do you find difficulties in teaching conversation? 
The teachers were sometimes found difficulties in teaching conversation 
in the classroom and the students were still low about English and made 
them difficult to understand.  
7. Have you ever given reward to the students in the learning process in the 
classroom? 
      Based on the teacher’s questionnaire, rewards should be comparable when 
the teachers taught conversation. One of the best way that the teachers could do when 
teaching in the classroom gave reward to make the students studying effectively in 
the classroom. This made the students enjoy and not bored in learning process. 
8. Have you ever applied punishment in the learning process in the 
classroom? 
Based on the teacher’s questionnaire, same with the reward before, the 
teachers never used punishment to the students in learning.  
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9. Have you ever used games in teaching conversation in the classroom? 
One of the teachers sometimes used games in teaching conversation, the 
other teachers never used games in learning process in the classroom 
especially in conversation. 
10. Have you asked the students to do conversation in the classroom? 
All of the teachers sometimes asked the students to do conversation. 
Based on my observation in the class, the teacher gave conversation based 
on the text book and asked to students do conversation with her friend in 
front of the class. 
11. Do you ever found students’ difficulties in conversation? 
In conversation, there was teacher often found students’ difficulties in 
learning conversation. The other teachers sometimes found students’ 
difficulties. 
12. Do you give motivation to the students about learning English 
conversation? 
All of the teachers sometimes gave motivation to the students to increase 
their knowledge especially in conversation. 
13. Have you ever given a tasks in the class to the students? 
All of the teachers often gave a task to the students. Based on my 
observation in the class, before the teacher closed learning activity the 
teacher gave task or homework to the students. 
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14. What are about the forms? Do you ever using write task and oral task that 
must be memorized by the students? 
All of the teachers ever asked to the students to written task and oral task   
in memorize vocabularies. 
15. How do you often evaluate your students’ conversation? 
Based on the teachers’ questionnaire, the teachers often evaluated the 
students’ conversation in the classroom. Based on my observation in the 
class, the teacher evaluated the students’ conversation before the students 
did conversation in the classroom.  
3. The result of students’ interview 
a. Student 1 
The interview, showed that the student 1 ever did outdoor learning for two 
weeks. Their teacher never applied outdoor learning English and in English 
area, when she was first semester in second grade, there was rule about 
English area but not effective because he and his friends usually forget about 
English area and sometimes they were still less vocabulary. All of English 
teachers, was only teacher that ever used the rule. In English area, there was 
no punishment so, the students did not speak English. When the students 
remembered about the English area, they spoke English when the students 
found difficult, they speak Indonesian language again.  In teaching 
conversation, his teacher explained well and had a big voice. In conversation, 
the teacher explained the material and the teacher asked to the students to do 
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conversation in the the class based on the text book. There were difficult when 
she was learned conversation such as reading, pronouncing and the meaning. 
In learning conversation, his teacher never used games. Sometimes, the 
students made games by herself. In reward, the teacher ever gave to the 
students in learning process. In punishment, the teacher never used in the 
learned process.  
b. Student 2 
The interview, showed that the student 2 liked to learn English, especially 
learning conversation. In English area, the student agreed about it and the 
student also agreed when there was punishment in English area. In teaching 
conversation, the teacher explained the material based on the text book. After 
the teacher asked to the students to do conversation in front of the class. 
Sometimes the students made conversation by theirself and memorized the 
conversation.  
The teacher never applied English outdoor learning. In the first grade, her 
teacher did not always come in the class. In conversation, student 2 was 
difficult to pronounce and still less vocabulary. Based on my observation, 
every meeting the students memorized five vocabulary as an attendance. In 
games, the teacher never applied in the learning process. Reward and 
punishment, the teachers never used it.  
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c. Student 3 
The interview, showed that the student 3 was liked learning English but in 
learning conversation sometimes liked it. In teaching conversation, his teacher 
explained the material good but sometimes made her bored because the 
students explained used English. Besides, his teacher had good voiced. In 
conversation, the student 3 found difficulties such as pronouncing and 
memorizing vocabulary. In learning process, his teacher explained the 
material and asked all of students to read a conversation in the text book. 
Sometimes, his teacher asked to make conversation and to do conversation in 
front of the class. The student could make a daily conversation but if his 
teacher asked to make a conversation and used formal language the student 
still needed dictionary.  
d. Student 4 
The interview, showed that the student 4 liked English but did not like 
learning conversation. In teaching conversation, his teacher explaining the 
material but not effective sometimes used English when explaining, it made 
difficult to understand. In learning English, the student listened to 
conversation or audio, it was very fast so they were difficult to understand. In 
conversation, the student found difficulties such as pronouncing and the new 
vocabulary. The student was ever made conversation by herself and she taught 
it was very difficult. In learning process the teacher never used reward and 
punishment. Same with the games, the teacher was never applied it. 
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e. Student 5 
The interview, showed that the student 5 liked learning English. When she 
was junior high school, she ever learned English outside school. The teacher 
explained material in the classroom with combine language but the teacher 
was often used English. In teaching conversation, after his teacher was 
explaining the material, his teacher asked the students to do conversation in 
front of the class based on the conversation in the text book. His teacher was 
often asked students to make conversation by herself.  
The student was agree about English area. If the teacher was used a 
punishment such memorized twenty vocabulary, the student did not agree 
about English area. Every meeting the teacher asked the students to memorize 
five vocabulary as an attendance. In memorizing the vocabulary in the next 
meeting, the teacher sometimes gave vocabulary for memorizing in the next 
time but sometimes when the teacher explaining the materials, the students 
asked to teachers about the meaning, his teacher said: this was your task to 
find meaning and memorize in the next time as an attendance.  
f. Student 6 
The interview, showed that the student 6 liked learning English. The student 
was liked listening to someone when speak English however, the students was 
difficult to understand about it. In English area, the student agreed and there 
was punishment, the student agreed also and be effective. In conversation, the 
teacher explaining the material in the text book and asked the students to do 
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conversation in front of the class based on the text book. In conversation, the 
student found difficulties such as pronouncing, new vocabulary and other. In 
teaching conversation, sometimes the teacher asked the students to make 
conversation before the students did conversation in front of the class, the 
teacher corrected their conversation.  The teacher never gave reward to the 
student and in punishment the teacher never used it.   
g. Student 7 
The interview, showed that the student 7 liked English learning. The student 
liked listening to someone speak English but difficult to apply it. In teaching 
conversation, the teacher explained the material and asked the students to do 
conversation in pairs. The students sometimes made conversation by theirself 
and sometimes looked in the text book. In English area, actually the student 
agreed and it could be effectively but sometimes difficult to apply because the 
student still forgot about English area. When the students did not speak 
English the teacher never used punishment so the students. The teacher never 
used punishment in English area and others.  
The teacher ever gave reward in learning process. The student’s difficulties in 
conversation were pronouncing, new vocabulary and the student 7 was feel 
shy. The teacher had big voice when teaching in the classroom and used 
English. The students 7 sometimes liked English learned.  
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h. Student 8 
The interview, showed that the student 8 liked learning English but the 
student did not like reading. There were many parts of English such as 
reading, listening, writing and speaking. The student s could learning English 
with other not just reading. The student was less vocabulary and did not speak 
English well. The student could do conversation in daily conversation. In 
teaching conversation, the teacher explained the material and asked the 
students to do conversation.  
The student 8 did not memorize the vocabulary well. English area was not 
effectively because sometimes the students forgot about it. In learning process 
the teacher never used punishment. The teacher ever gave reward to the 
students in learning process in the classroom. In learning in the classroom, the 
teacher never used games and the students sometimes made games when they 
presented her tasks.  
i. Student 9 
The interview, showed that the student 9 ever learned English outside school 
for two months. The student did not spoke English well because in the placed 
she still basic level. The student knew some vocabulary is after learned there. 
In teaching conversation, the teacher explained the material and asked the 
students to do conversation in front of the class. The teachers’ difficulties in 
teaching conversation, some students were still less vocabulary and in his 
class very noisy. The student’s difficulties in conversation such as vocabulary, 
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reading, sometimes and the student was lazy to learned English. The student 
always said “English is difficult”. Firstly, the student could do conversation in 
daily conversation with his friends.  
j. Student 10  
The interview, showed that the student 10 very liked English learning. In 
teaching conversation, the teacher explained the material and asked students 
to do conversation. English area, the teacher ever applied it but was not 
effectively, sometimes the students was lazy to speak English and the students 
forgot about it. The student was agreed used punishment especially in English 
area but did not use difficult punishment. The student’s difficulties when did 
conversation, sometimes forgot the meaning. Some students spoke just daily 
conversation not using a formal. The student could make conversation in daily 
conversation and needed dictionary in formal conversation. 
B. Discussions 
This part presented the result of the data analysis. The researcher had analyzed 
about the difficulties in teaching conversation and there were three teachers as subject 
from ten students in second grade to get more information.  
The questionnaire of the three teachers, the teacher was difficult to apply English 
area and this was not effective in the class because sometimes the students 
forgot it. English area could help the teacher in teaching conversation and the 
students can applied their knowledge. It means, the teacher gave a rule about English 
area, when the student did not used English in speaking they got a punishment. The 
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teacher choose a punishment that could increase their student’ knowledge. The other 
teacher never used English area and teaching conversation. Teaching conversation in 
the class had some difficulties. There were some students did not like English 
learning. It could make the students difficult in learning conversation. The students 
still feeling shy and they did not want to do conversation in the classroom. 
The findings is supported by the theory of Breiter et al., (2001); and Delgado et al., 
(2003). Stated that we opted to use monetary reward and punishment because it is a 
strong modulator o human behavior and has clear effects on brain activity. 
Firstly, the researcher did observation in a class. In the class, the researcher had 
observed about the classroom and also in learning process. The teachers opened the 
class and the teacher asked a question to some students about what they had learned 
last meeting. The teacher explained the material and used English language. The 
teacher tried explained with using of Indonesia language. The researcher had two 
forms observation i.e(1)  the researcher just looked in the classroom and give a mark 
like(√) (2)  the researcher interpreted what they had looked during learning in the 
classroom. 
In teaching conversation, all of the three teachers never used a games in learning, 
but games in learning process sometimes made the students more enjoy in learning 
and when the students did not like English the teacher could give a rewards 
motivation in learning. The teacher handle the class when the teachers giving 
exercise to the students. The teacher often evaluated the student’s before closing the 
lessons. Some of the teacher sometimes gave a homework to the students. There was 
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the teachers who had rule in every meeting had to memorize five new vocabulary as 
an attendant. 
The findings is also in line with Juan C. Burguillo: (2010:568). Using game 
theory and competition based learning to simulate student motivation and 
performance. This result showed that: The good survey results, and their similarity 
along the years, suggest that the combination of game theory with the use of friendly 
competitions provides a strong motivation or students: helping to increase their 
performance.  
To get more information about the difficulties in teaching conversation, the 
researcher did an interview to ten students and the students were from the class 
observation before. Almost all of the question in the interview, some with the others 
students but the students had a different answer. The result from the ten students 
were. In teaching conversation the teacher explained first and asked to students did 
conversation with her friend one by one in front of class. But sometimes, the teacher 
asked the students to make a conversation with her friend and the students did 
conversation in the class, the teacher corrected what the students had done. 
Sometimes their teacher asked to do conversation based on the text book but also 
sometimes the students made conversation with her friend. Almost The student’s 
difficulties in learn conversation were they did not know how to pronounce it and 
sometimes the students found a new vocabulary.  It made them difficult to say. The 
teacher sometimes used a reward in learning process but never used punishment and 
games. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion 
Based on the result of the data analysis and the research findings and 
discussion in the previous chapter, the researcher would like conclude that: The 
teacher was difficult to apply English area and this was not effective in the class 
because sometimes students forgot it. The teacher never gave games to the students, 
sometimes the students did a game by themselves. The teacher never game reward in 
the class, so sometimes the students bored and did have motivation in learning. The 
teacher used more target language than mother language, sometimes students did not 
understand. The students’ difficulties were reading, pronouncing, meaning and new 
vocabulary. 
B. Suggestions 
Based on conclusion above, there are some suggestions for the English teachers 
and for the students. 
The suggestions for English teachers: 
1. The teachers should know about the difficult that the students faced in 
learning conversation. Then, the teachers had to observe the condition of the 
students whether the students understand or not. 
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2. The teachers should improve that teaching conversation to students and more 
effecting in a learning process. The teachers should be more creative in choosing 
strategy in teaching conversation. 
3. To make effective in teaching conversation the teachers should give a punishment 
such as memorizing vocabulary. Giving a reward and punishment it can be 
effective in the class. 
4. In the class, when the teacher asked to students to make a conversation and did it 
with her friend the teacher should corrected their student’s conversation first. 
The suggestions for the students: 
1. The students should do conversation in daily conversation first with her friends.  
2. The students should pay attention more in the class to overcame when found 
difficulties in learn conversation. 
3. The students should follow what her teacher had asked to them such as giving 
homework.  
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                                            Classroom observation in learning process 
 
Teacher’s name : 
Subject   :  
Class   :  
Date                     
No  Objects of observation  Researcher’s interpretation  
1 Classroom setting  
 
  
 
2 Opening learning   
3 Teacher’s teaching method  
4 Learning strategy   
5 Students’ involvement  
6 Students’ attitude   
 7 Given task by the teacher  
 
 
 
 
8 Classroom interaction   
9 Closing activity   
No  Objects of observation The result of observation  
1 Classroom setting 
a. Whiteboard 
b. Students seating arrangement. 
 
2 Opening learning 
a. Opening by the teacher 
b. Giving motivation 
 
3 Teaching the material 
a. How the teacher present learning 
material in the class 
b. Strategy and method 
 
4 Classroom activity  
5 Closing activity  
 
                                        QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE TEACHER 
 
Teachers’name  : 
Address   : 
Phone number  : 
Class observed  : 
 
 
No  Question Often   Ever  sometimes Seldom  Never  
1 Do you think that 
learning English is 
important? 
 
     
2 Do you like when 
you teach 
conversation  ? 
     
3 Have you applied 
English area for the 
students? 
 
     
4 Do you use 
integrative method in 
the learning process? 
 
     
5 Do you have English 
learning activities  in 
the outside the 
classroom? 
 
     
6 Do you find 
difficulties in 
teaching 
conversation? 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
7 Have  you ever given  
rewards to the 
students  in the 
learning process in 
the classroom ? 
 8 Have  you ever 
applied punishment  
in the learning 
process in the class ? 
     
9 Have you ever used 
games in teaching 
conversation in the 
classroom? 
     
10 Have you asked the 
students to do 
conversation in the 
classroom ? 
     
11 Do you ever found 
students’ difficulties 
in conversation ? 
     
12 Do you give 
motivation to the 
students about 
learning english 
conversation? 
     
13 Have you ever given 
a tasks in the class to 
the students ? 
     
14 What are about the 
forms ? Are they in 
written task or oral 
task that must be 
memorized by the 
students ? 
     
15 How do you evaluate 
your students’ 
conversation ? 
     
 
 a. Student 1 
Researcher   : have you ever learned English in the outside class? 
Student : yes ever 
Researcher : How long? 
Student : Just two weeks 
Researcher  : Do you like English? 
Student : like   
Researcher  : You like or do like? 
Student  : Just like no more 
Researcher  : How about outdoor learning English? Has it been applied by 
your teacher? 
Student : Never   
Researcher  : How about English area? Should you used English language 
you must using English language when you want to speak?  
Student  : When I the fisrt semester in second grade  there was rule 
about it sister but in a few days nothing again English area 
.Because  there were my friends usually forget about the rules 
and sometimes we were still less vocabulary so nothing 
English area again after that . 
Researcher  : Who is the teacher ever applied it? 
Student  : Hmm miss Ayu sister. 
Researcher  : In your mind how long time use the English area? 
Student            : long time?   
Researcher  : Yes  
Student  : Sometimes when we were remember about it we speak 
English but if there is difficult, hmm back to Indonesian 
language again. hehehe 
Researcher  : What punishment will teacher give you when you speak 
Indonesian language? 
Student  : Nothing punishment sister 
Researcher  : So is this not effective? 
Student  : hee, yes 
Researcher  : How about your teacher in learning process? 
Student :  Good, sister 
Researcher  : How about teaching conversation? 
      Student  : Very good   
   Researcher  : what ways your teacher did when she teaching conversation? 
Student  : me and my friends do conversation in front of and then 
without a text book. 
            Researcher  : your teacher give a text book before? 
  Student  : There was in the text book 
Researcher  : How about English conversation? Have you ever find 
difficulties  
Student  : If I find the new vocabulary it make me difficult and I     do 
not know how it and also I read do not know the rhythm when 
we speak. 
Researcher  : Have you ever speak English with your friends? 
Student  : If I has mood booster I speak but it was sometimes. 
Researcher  : How about games in learning conversation in your 
classroom?  
Student  : Games in English? 
Researcher : If your teacher was had explain the material what the next?     
how about games based on the materials before?                                          
Student  : Sometimes me and my friends make a games alone not from 
                         My teacher  
Researcher  : Have you ever get a rewards in your learning process? 
Student  : Ever hehehe 
Researcher  : How about punishment?  
Student : Nothing 
Researcher : So in your difficulties in conversation just a new vocabulary 
no other? 
Student  : yes  
b. Student 2 
Researcher  : Do you like English? 
Student  : Like 
Researcher  : How about learn conversation? For example your teacher ask 
you to speak in English area? Do you agree or disagree? 
Student  : My mind I want because this was increase our vocabulary  
Researcher  : Do you agree if there is a punishment?  
Student : Yes, it can make us more focus 
Researcher  : Ahhh yes, how about your teacher when in English learning? 
Student: : Good , easy to understand  
Researcher  : In teaching conversation how your teacher teach? 
Student  : Ehhh my teacher give conversation in text book and apply it 
in front of with my friend 
Researcher  : Have you ever make a conversation by itself? 
Student  : Ehh ever sister ever 
Researcher  : Do You make by yourself? 
Student  : yes, with my friend  
Researcher  : Do you memorize it? 
Student  : yes 
Researcher  : Same with your friends never activity in outside class right? 
Student  : Yes 
Researcher  : How about when you the first and second semester before? 
Student  : Never also sister, when I first grade my teacher was not 
always came in my class 
Researcher  : What is your difficulties when you do conversation? 
Student  : How to pronounce it and still less vocabulary  
Researcher  : I think you know many vocabulary because in my observation    
before, every meeting you memorize five vocabulary 
Student  : Yes sister but hmmm 
Researcher  : Do You forget after that? 
Student  : Yes, hehehe 
Researcher  : Games never also  
Student  : Yes 
Researcher  : Punishment and rewards?  
Student  : Just reward   
Researcher  : Thank you 
c. Student 3 
Researcher   : Do you like English? 
Student   : Yes 
Researcher  : Do you like learn about conversation? 
Student  : Hmm sometimes 
Researcher  : What do you think about your teacher when teaching   
conversation? 
Student   : Good but sometimes my friends bored because we do not 
know what my teacher said the other hand, it is good because 
my teacher’s voice is good 
Researcher  : So you must like conversation to make you focus in learn, 
 What is you difficulties when you do conversation? 
Student        : Same with my friends level we didn’t know how to 
pronounce        
                         and I do not know the new vocabulary 
Researcher  : What ways do your teacher explain materials about 
conversation?  
Student  : Sometimes read conversation in the text book and also 
sometimes my teacher asked to make alone and then apply it in 
front of with my friend 
Researcher  : Do you think very difficult when you translate a conversation 
from Indonesian to English? 
Student  : Sometimes If a daily conversation a little easy but I cannot if 
using a formal language  
 
 
d. student 4 
Researcher  : Do you like English? 
Student  : Like but also sometimes 
Researcher  : Do you like learn conversation? 
Student  : No sister 
Researcher   : What do you think when your teacher when teaching 
conversation? 
Student  : Good and hmm  
Researcher  : When your teacher teaching conversation, how about you? 
Student  : Good sister but sometimes no effective and I hope in the next 
lessons can be more effective. 
Researcher  : How about you in learn conversation? 
Student  : When I hear a conversation or audio it was very fast so very 
difficult to make me understand 
Researcher  : So what is the difficulties In conversation? 
Student  : How to Pronounce and still didn’t know vocabulary 
Researcher : Do you ever make a conversation by yourself? 
Student  :  Ever but very difficult 
Researcher  : How about games in during learning process? 
Student  : Never was used it 
Researcher  : Punishment and reward? 
Student  : Reward ever but punishment never  
Researcher  : Thank you  
 
d. Student 5 
Researcher  : Have you ever learn English in the outside class? 
Student  : Ever, when I was junior high school  
Researcher  : Did you like English? 
Student  : Just like not more 
Researcher  : How about your teacher when teaching in the classroom? 
Student  : My teacher explain in combine language but more often in 
English language 
Researcher  : What ways do your teacher explain about conversation? 
Student  :  Me and my friends did conversation based on the text book 
Researcher  : How often did you make conversation by yourself? 
Student  : Often sister 
Researcher  : What did your opinion about English area and using 
punishment? 
Student  :Yaa good also but If there was a punishment ehh , what was 
the punishment? 
Researcher  : Maybe you must memorized vocabulary twenty  
Student  : Hehe I do not know sister, but every meeting always 
memorize vocabulary as an attendant 
Researcher  : Your teacher give a new vocabulary for memorized in the 
next? 
Student  : Sometimes sister, but sometimes when my teacher was 
explain and my friends ask a question about the meaning a new 
word, usually my teacher ask to memorize the word in the next 
meeting 
Researcher  : Oke thank you 
e. Student 6 
Researcher  : Do you like English? 
Student  : Very like but I do not know, I like when I look the people 
speak English  
Researcher  : Do you agree when your teacher make a rules English area 
and using a punishment? 
Student  : I am agree because more effective  
Researcher  : What ways do your teacher explain about conversation? 
Student : There is conversation in the text book and my teacher ask to 
all of my friends to speak in front of class. 
Researcher  : What was do your difficulties in conversation? 
Student : Ehh vocabulary, how to pronounce and others 
Researcher  : When do you make a conversation how to apply it? 
Student : Before speak in front my class, my teacher correct our 
conversation 
Researcher  : So, do you speak in front of your friends after your teacher 
correct your conversation? 
Student : Yes of course 
Researcher  : How about reward and punishment in your class during 
learning process? 
Student : Reward ever but punishment nothing. 
f. Student 7 
Researcher  : Do you like English? 
Student  : Yaa like 
Researcher  : How about a conversation? 
Student  : I like hear someone speak English but I did not know apply it.  
Researcher  : How about your teacher when teaching conversation in your   
class? 
Student  : Good, my teacher was asking for all of my friends to speak in 
pairs 
Researcher  : You make a conversation by yourself or how? 
Student  : Sometimes look in the text book but sometimes make alone 
Researcher  : Do you agree about English area? When you learn English 
you must speak using English language 
Student  : Hmm I do not know hehe, but good more effective 
Researcher  : Why is no effective? 
Student  : Sometimes we forget about it but sometimes also we do not 
know what is in English when we want speak. 
Researcher  : So how about your teacher when you speak Indonesian 
language? 
Student  : Nothing hmm but sometimes my teacher asking for speak 
English again 
Researcher  : Is there a punishment when you speak Indonesian language? 
Student  : Never punishment in English area and others  
Researcher  : Have you ever get a rewards in during learning? 
Student  : Ever  
Researcher  : So, you like someone when they speak English right? 
Student  : Yaa I like sister 
Researcher  : What do your difficulties in conversation? 
Student  : There are many difficulty, like a pronounce it, a vocabulary 
and I am very feel shy 
Researcher  : You can speak with your friends before. 
Student  : heheeh 
Researcher  :  is it good when your teacher teaching conversation? 
Student  : yes because she has a big voice, and when explain used 
English language sometimes 
Researcher  : Is it not difficult to you? 
Student  : maybe difficult because I just like English no very like 
Researcher  : Ohh yaa maybe. So you must learning English more to be like 
Student  : hehe hmm  
Researcher  : Oke thank you 
h. student 8 
Student 8  
Researcher  : Do you like English? 
Student  : Sometimes like, hehe 
Researcher  : Why is just sometimes? 
Student  : Because I do not like reading English  
Researcher  : There are many kinds English not just reading, but you must 
like reading also, hhehhe 
Student  : I do not know how to read well  
Researcher  : If you do not like reading you can listening or speaking  
Student  : I am very less vocabulary so I cannot speak 
Researcher  : You can do conversation in daily conversation before 
Student  : Yaaa  
Researcher  : How about do your teacher when teaching conversation? 
Student  : Hmm good but I do not understood 
Researcher  : So it is not good?  
Student  : When my teacher explain I understand but when do 
conversation I cannot   memorize the vocabulary 
 Researcher  : How about English area in English learning? 
Student  : Actuallty, there is English area but no effective sometimes we 
are forget about it. 
Researcher  : Is there a punishment? 
Student  : Never  
Researcher  : Do you ever get a reward in during learning? 
Student  : yaa sometimes also  
Researcher  : How about games? 
Student  : My teacher never using game but sometimes my friend make 
game alone when my teacher give exercise 
Researcher  : Ohh thank you 
g. Student 9  
Researcher  : Have you ever learnt English in outside? 
Student  : Yes  
Researcher  : How long? 
Student  : Two months but I am sometimes do not came  
Researcher  : Why?  
Student  : Because my friend stop learn there so I am lazy too 
Researcher  : Can you can speak English? 
Student  : No, because I am still basic level there 
Researcher  : Yaa but do you know many vocabulary right?  
Student  : Yaa a little sister 
Researcher  : How about do your teacher when teaching conversation? 
Student  : Good, my teacher explain first about conversation after that, 
we do conversation in front of my class.   
Researcher  : What do you think about the teachers’ difficulty when your 
teacher teaching conversation? 
Student  : Hmm maybe my friend still do not know how to pronoun it 
and my friends sometimes very noisy 
Researcher  :  Do you find difficult in conversation? 
Student  : Yes many difficult, vocabulary, I do not reading well, and 
sometimes I lazy to learn English  
Researcher  : Hahha, do not be lazy and you can watching film by English 
subtitle or listening English music  
Student  : Hmm English many difficult 
Researcher  : Nothing diffulty if you learn more again, the first you must 
like English and always want to learn 
Student  : Yaa yes sister 
Researcher  : You can do daily a conversation first  
Student  : Hehe,  
Researcher  : Thank you  
Student  : Your welcome 
h. Student 10 
Researcher  : Do you like English? 
Student  : Very like.  
Researcher  : How about do your teacher when teaching conversation? 
Student  : Very good because after explain a materials my teacher ask to 
do conversation with my friends but this was sometimes.  
Researcher  : Do you agree English area in learning process? 
Student  : Very agree and ever there was but not to long time  
Researcher  : Why?  
Student  : My friends sometimes lazy to speak English and also 
sometimes we forget about it  
Researcher  : Do you agree if there is a punishment about it? 
Student  : I am agree but don’t using punishment very difficult 
Researcher  : What is your difficulty when you did conversation? 
Student  : Sometimes I forget a vocabulary  
Researcher  : Just it? 
Student  : Sometimes also my friends didn’t want to speak English, 
almost every meeting we always made a conversation but just 
simple conversation 
Researcher  : Can you make conversation by yourself?  
Student  : Insya Allah, hehe but still need dictionary   
Researcher  : Oke thank you  
Student  : Your welcome 
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